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• The User guarantees that he/she understands general principles of work with Cryptocurrencies
and is aware of Cryptocurrency of the following characteristics affecting its value and risks related to
it:
• Price volatility: The value of cryptocurrencies is extremely volatile. They are vulnerable to sharp
changes in price due to unexpected events or changes in market sentiment.
• Charges and funding costs: Charges and Fees may include the spread, funding charges, and
commissions.
• Price transparency: When compared with fiat currencies, there can be more significant variations
in the pricing of cryptocurrencies used to determine the value of User’s position. There is a greater
risk that the User will not receive a fair and accurate price for the underlying cryptocurrency when
trading.
• User should only participate in trading deals if he/she has a sophisticated knowledge of financial
markets and fully understands the risks associated with cryptocurrencies.
• The User guarantees that he/she has a right to execute transactions with Cryptocurrency and
possesses a full legal capacity.
• The User understands that the Polyx in no way influences the Exchange Rate set by the Users,
does not give recommendations on Exchange Rate determination and does not forecast the rates.
The User is responsible for all economic risks related to choosing particular Exchange Rate. The
Polyx does not guarantee that the Deal will be finally closed and that the conditions of this Deal will
be of the User’s benefit.
• The User understands that the Polyx in no way bears relation to deal conduction and/or
transactions related to Cryptocurrency. Correspondingly the Polyx does not assume the
responsibility to guarantee terms and/or possibilities of carrying out this or that operation and/or
transaction related to Cryptocurrency, which are necessary for Deal making.
• The User understands that all the operations with Cryptocurrency have irreversible character and
that Funds acquired during the Deal can be returned only on the basis of additional specific
agreement with other User.

